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And I don't wanna cast no stone but I feel
Like I'm sitting on a throne that's about to self-implode

In a house made of glass
That is already cracked and destruction's coming fast

And I see no love, I see no pride
I just see blood on our home flags

Yeah, on our own grassChurchI woke up this morning flipped the TV on
And I see a civil war in a country I call home

American flags, confederate flags, and Nazis with swastikas
Hate groups throwing piss 'cause they're mad at a monument

It represents a time where we advance from mistakes
Now you're making the mistake by taking that out of place

You're stomping and spitting on it like you just whooped someone's ass
You fucking degenerate get your lazy ass off the grass
This ain't a statue of slavery, do you see any slaves?
All I see is some idiots 'cause the social media craze

Whatchya gon' catch me outside? yeah, well come catch your faith
'Cause I bleed red white and blue, y'all bleeding anger and hate

And I don't wanna cast no stone but I feel
Like I'm sitting on a throne that's about to self-implode

In a house made of glass
That is already cracked and destruction's coming fast

And I see no love, I see no pride
I just see blood on our home flags

Yeah, on our own grassYeah
[?] no brain, thinking you the man

With a communist flag just waving out your hand
Bitch I'll start a militia when the government crashes
And light a fire up under y'alls anti-American asses

Because y'all think that you'll run this country just smooth as molasses
You got people with signs saying that black lives matter

Yeah, black lives matter, but my life matters as well
Y'all trying to get to the swimming pool but you stuck in the well

And you can shout and can yell but no one's gonna come help
When you out taring up a city that's your city hell bell

And how your kids gonna learn from mistakes we made in the past
When you were raising that shit like you want it to relapse

And I don't wanna cast no stone but I feel
Like I'm sitting on a throne that's about to self-implode

In a house made of glass
That is already cracked and destruction's coming fast

And I see no love, I see no pride
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I just see blood on our home flags
Yeah, on our own grassYeah
From the outside looking in

At all the shit that's going on in the world man
In a perspective of mine it's kinda like you're sitting in field with tall grass

And it just rained and you got bald tires
And your only acceleration's so much that ain't going nowhere

And if you ain't going nowhere, I ain't going nowhere
'Cause we gotta move together as a country

To get to the next destinationAnd I don't wanna cast no stone but I feel
Like I'm sitting on a throne that's about to self-implode

In a house made of glass
That is already cracked and destruction's coming fast

And I see no love, I see no pride
I just see blood on our home flags

Yeah, on our own grass
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